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Zofunk will be giving away hundreds of its cases for iPod nano 2G, nano 1G and iPod video
5th generation till stocks last. It will feature cases from Zofunk's ZoZen series, Colors
Series and Winks Series. The ZoZen series features an alluring design: a white Japanese
brush stroke-style artistic rendition of the Click Wheel. Zozen cases provide full
protection to iPod video. The Colors series by Zofunk come in three bold colors - Pink,
Red and Blue.
Seattle, WA - Zofunk, the iPhone case and iPod case manufacturer will be giving away
hundreds of its cases for iPod nano 2G, nano 1G and iPod video 5th generation till stocks
last. It will feature cases from Zofunk's ZoZen series, Colors Series and Winks Series.
The ZoZen series features an alluring design: a white Japanese brush stroke-style artistic
rendition of the Click Wheel. Zozen cases provide full protection to iPod video. Click
wheel is fully covered and operable through the case. These cases provide super easy
access to the earphone jack, hold switch and allow the video iPod to dock into the
universal docking cradle without removing the case. Zozen cases are made with sturdy ultra
thin silicone. They are only 1mm in thickness and do not add additional bulk to video
iPod. The Zozen series is made for iPod video 5G and nano 2G and come in four different
soothing colors; blue, red, black and green.
The Colors series by Zofunk come in three bold colors - Pink, Red and Blue. It features a
vibrant two-toned circle of the click wheel which stands out from the black background.
The click wheel is fully protected and functional through the case. The case allows easy
access to the hold switch and the headphone jack. These cases also allow the iPod to be
docked into the docking cradle without removing the case. The uniquely designed cases are
made with ultra thin silicone and are also coated with a special coating to minimize dust
clinging onto the case. Colors series is made for iPod video 5G.
The Winks series which was featured in iPod Observer and Macworld is one of the best
sellers. They feature different series such as Winks Original, Winks Noche and Winks
Chocolat. The Winks Original is an Ultra slim fashionable white case for iPod nano. The
Winks Noche Ultra slim fashionable jet black cases for iPod nano. Available in six
different case designs.
Lastly the Winks Chocolat series is an Ultra slim fashionable chocolate brown case for
iPod nano. All these covers are made for nano 1G and keep good looks of your iPod nano
without adding bulk. Flip access cover protects the dock connector port while it's not in
use. Also, allows placing the nano in the iPod dock without removing the case.
"We want to make room for our new iPhone and iPod products, that's why we are giving these
great deals on our iPod covers. Customers just have to play the regular shipping charges"
a company spokesman said.
The Zozen series and Colors for iPod video come with a micro fiber cleaning cloth,
matching earphone caps and a durable screen protector. The iPod nano covers includes micro
fiber cleaning cloth and a durable screen protector.
Zofunk iPod covers are available through their online store and the discounts will be
applied at checkout on entering of the coupon code, which will be posted on the website.
Customers are strongly encouraged to be fans of their fan page on Facebook to receive free
deals and discounts for iPhone cases and accessories in the future.
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Zofunk:
http://www.zofunk.com
Zozen Series for iPod:
http://www.zofunk.com/ipod_video_cases_zen.asp
iPod Classic:
http://www.zofunk.com/ipod_video_cases_zen.asp
iPod nano:
http://www.zofunk.com/nano_cases_2ndgeneration.asp
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Zofunk Products is based in Seattle, WA, USA and was founded in 2006. The company designs
and manufactures stylish cases for iPods, iPhones and accessories for Apple notebooks.
Copyright (C) 2009 Zofunk Products. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and
iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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